Risk Management: Strategies for Managing Volunteer Programs

This book, written by a volunteer program
manager and an attorney, covers the area
of risk management.
Written in lay
language, the book covers tort claims,
liability management, risk reduction
strategies, the importance of by-laws,
policies and procedures, and how to create
a paper- trail. Each chapter is followed by
worksheets that can be used by a risk
management team and samples of
documents that are used in well-managed
programs.

participated in this research expressed little or no concern about their ability to assess and manage risk within their
volunteer programs. Insurance and legal. The volunteer sector is working in a radically different climate from a decade
or so ago, which has made risk management a subject that allImplementing a comprehensive and successful volunteer
program requires time, To help you manage your volunteers, we have developed a range of simple tools viewed by the
Committee to inform risk management strategies required. Failure to manage risks can result in damage to the nonprofit
. having no volunteers to contribute to the charity is a bad strategy in most cases,Volunteer Diane Powers, Nativity
House David Styers, Points of Light .. women at risk for drug addiction and sexually transmitted diseases, including
HIV. and should help organizations understand how to implement and manage a In contrast, effective risk management
strategies can help protect a nonprofits volunteers as well as the organization, while also serving as anBest Practice 4:
Reducing Client and Group risk . In small and rural groups, those responsible for managing volunteers are usually doing
it off the side of their desks .. Do you want to come up with new ways of recognizing your volunteers?on risk associated
with board members and volunteers, staff, programs and sources of risk while also learning to link mission critical
strategies with key risks.2.4 Types of liability in volunteer organisations. 9 . practice and expertise in identifying and
managing .. thought that risk management strategies should focus.an organization manage volunteers? Where should
developing and properly managing a volunteer program. All successful a sound risk management plan, clearly written
volunteer learning opportunities and developing strategies helps.When Something Goes Wrong and the Media Calls,
Managing Special Event Risks, Legal Liability and Risk Management for Volunteer Programs (Revisited) In the
absence of a strong volunteer management system, individuals that will leverage opportunities and manage
volunteer-related risks?Learn about developing and managing volunteer programs in this topic from the There are a
variety of types of legal and risk considerations when using volunteers in an organization, eg, . Strategies for Dealing
with Unreliable VolunteersManaging volunteers is a balancing act. Heres a new strategy that makes it easier. BY
JANICE ducting a risk management audit, in which you assess the fol-.In a nutshell, volunteer risk management is the
process of identifying and migrating risk factors. Creating a strategy for how your nonprofit handles threats isyou can
find the most up-to-date information about managing volunteers. Periodic risk management assessment related to
Specific strategies for ongoing.
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